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ABSTRACT 

The most common method of increasing production in oil fields is the continuous injection of 

gas into the tubing to reduce the wellbore fluid pressure gradient. The gas lift system is usually 

complex and designs may involve sensitivity analysis on tubing size, choke size, Gas-Oil Ratio, 

water cut and Productivity Index for optimum production system performance. The case study 

for this project is Well 05 of Reservoir X in the Niger Delta which stopped flowing after 15 

years of production due to low drawdown.  The reservoir evaluation however showed sufficient 

bypassed oil to justify gas lifting. Gas lift system design for this case study was done using 

PROSPER modeling kit with the objective of building a predictive model within 10 % accuracy 

to match the last three well test data.  A sensitivity analysis on water cut, injection rates was 

carried out to determine the well-05 response to changing operating conditions. 

The result obtained from the design shows that oil production rate increased to 870 STB/day 

which is double the initial rate. The maximum depth of injection utilized with available 

injection pressure of 1900 psi was set at 6748 ft which proves to be an efficient design. 
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1. Introduction 

The primary aim of oil and gas projects is to maximize profit from the business. This can be 

attained by optimizing the production of hydrocarbon from the subsurface formation. The most 

efficient mechanism of the recovery of this vast amount of hydrocarbon from the reservoir to 

the surface is the natural energy of the reservoir resulting from the overburden pressure (Wang, 

P. et.al. 2002). 

Artificial lift mechanisms are often used to lift hydrocarbon fluids from the bottom of the hole 

to the surface at depletion of the natural energy. The artificial lift methods in use include gas 

lift, sucker rod pump, electrical submersible pump and progressive cavity pump. 

In gas lift, gas is compressed at the surface with the aid of a compressor and injected through 

the annulus, and passes through a gas lift valve into the tubing, reducing the pressure in the 

tubing and therefore, lowering the bottom-hole pressure (BenAmara, A. 2016). 

The goal of a gas lift system is to deliver the fluid to the top of the well head while lowering 

the bottom hole pressure to provide high drawdown between the reservoir and bottom hole. 

This reduction of bottom hole pressure due to gas injection will normally increase liquid 

production rate. 

Many gas lift systems are designed before production from a field begins based upon reservoir 

predictions and with little information concerning well performance. A poor or inefficient 

design or installation may result as such (Gutierrez, F.A. et.al. 2007). 

The cost of an average gas lift system design is relatively very high and no oil and gas operator 

will invest so much to get in return, a poor lift job (Garrouch, A.A. et.al. 2020). To prevent 

poor gas lift system performance in new producing wells, a design should be made that will 

accommodate a high productivity index but will also work in low productivity index wells. 

This may mean the use of a few extra mandrels, but it will result in an installation that is capable 

of matching the well potential (Ibrahim, A.T. 2007; Wang, P. et.al. 2002). 

For proper application of any artificial lift system, knowledge of the reservoir fluid data or 

PVT; the reservoir pressure and temperature; the maximum potential or well deliverability and 

the well completion will determine the proper selection and application of a particular system 

(Beggs, H.D. 2003; Ogali, O.I. et.al. 2016) 

Edih, M., Nnanna E., Nwankwo, C. (2016) designed a simple workflow for modelling the 

performance of intelligent wells using the Integrated Production Modelling suite for well 

performance modelling and results show a maximum of 10% deviation between actual and 

simulated results. This has become a benchmark for gas lift system design in the Niger Delta 

area. 

The objective of this study is to improve well flowing conditions by designing an efficient gas 

lift system to produce optimally from a naturally depleted reservoir. This would be achieved 

by addressing the effects of some of the well operating parameters on producing flow rates in 

the gas lift well such as the optimum rate of gas injection, injection gas pressure, the number 

of unloading valves, optimum injection depth and rate of produced liquid. Then examine the 

key issue associated with the non-flowing condition of Well-05 and identify well conditions 

that shows the well is depleted. 
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2. Methodology 

Prior to evaluation, data inventory and QA/QC was conducted on the available data needed to 

design the gas lift system. This was necessary to broadly capture data availability and plan 

mitigation strategies. The work flow for the methodology employed for this study is shown in 

Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. Work flow diagram 

The data used in this study is for Well 05 in Reservoir X, offshore Niger Delta region of 

Nigeria. The available well data include; subsurface equipment data, production data, well test 

data, bottom hole pressure data, PVT report extract and reservoir data.  

An IPM Suite – PROSPER due to its ability to design, diagnose and optimize gas lift systems 

was deployed for analysis in this study (Petroleum Experts 2019).  

 

2.1 Setting up the PROSPER Model 

i. Option Summary – defines the basic characteristics of the well. Fluid in well is oil and 

water. The preferred model is the black oil model. Single separator in use at the surface. 

The option of emulsions is deactivated because it is of more concern at the surface when 

exposed to equipment like pumps, separators, and pipelines. Likewise, hydrates 

formation, a potential hazard for regions of low temperature, usually for surface 

facilities. Water viscosity prediction would be done by the default PROSPER 

correlation. Viscosity of fluids through the wellbore are treated as Newtonian. 

ii. PVT Data Input – To predict changes in pressure and temperature from the reservoir, 

along the well bore and tubing to the wellhead, it is essential to accurately predict fluid 

properties as a function of pressure and temperature. PVT data input includes, solution 

GOR, oil gravity, gas gravity and water salinity are used. Gas impurified by the 

presence of CO2 and N2 were reported. 

iii. Equipment Data – PROSPER creates this section for detailed description of the well’s 

deviation survey, surface and downhole equipment, geothermal gradient, and average 

heat capacities. 

iv. Deviation Survey – The well is a vertical well. This implies there is no inclination, as 

such, the TVD is equal to the MD. 
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v. Surface Equipment – There was no information on surface equipment. Thus, function 

was disabled during the design. 

vi. Downhole Equipment – A detailed description of the equipment in the wellbore is 

necessary to calculate correctly the VLP of the well, and the pressure and temperature 

gradient. This calculation is dependent on the tubing ID, tubing roughness amongst 

other installed well equipment. Casing data is also of great importance. 

vii. Geothermal Gradient – PROSPER can compute the temperature at any depth due to 

the geothermal gradient. 

viii. Average Heat Capacities – The average heat capacities of oil, gas and water used in 

this work were the default values in PROSPER. 

ix. IPR Data Input – defines the Reservoir Inflow performance curve. This curve shows 

a relationship between the flowing bottom-hole pressure and the flow rate through the 

well. The reservoir model in use is the PI entry. 

x. VLP/IPR Match – This confirms the accuracy of the well test data to be used in model 

for gas lift design by performing a nonlinear regression to adjust parameter 1 (multiplier 

for gravity term in pressure loss) and parameter 2 (multiplier for friction term in 

pressure loss) in order to achieve best fit. 

xi. Estimate U-Value – Overall heat transfer estimate that matches the temperature of the 

well test was done by PROSPER. 

xii. Correlation Comparison – This correlation is done by plotting a pressure versus depth 

graph. Two correlations in this case are used to test for consistency. Fancher and Brown 

does not factor in slip velocity. It assumes that gas and liquid travel at the same velocity. 

This condition predicts the lowest possible hold-up and will have the lowest pressure 

drop calculation. Duns and Ross modified on the other hand, over predicts the pressure 

drop when the well is in a slug-flow regime. It is widely known that Fancher and Brown 

under predicts, while Duns and Ross, over predicts. Thus, it is expected that a valid test 

point fall within this envelope. 

 

2.2 Gas lift Design Strategy 

In the design, the gas lift system and the positions of the side pocket mandrels in the production 

tubing where gas lift valves are to be placed for the unloading process, must be done based on 

the worst possible situation in terms of well productivity. An estimated rise in water cut of 

about 70% would be considered as the worst-case scenario in design of our lift system. 

Generally, the deeper the gas injection, the larger is the column to be considered, the less are 

the pressure losses due to gravity term and hence the better are the production rates that can be 

achieved. For this reason, the maximum injection depth will be placed at a point very close to 

the production packers (Edih, M. et al. 2016).  

 

3. Results and Discussion 

Our predictive model appears accurate from the IPR/VLP plot in Figure 2 which shows that 

the well is still flowing. The plot also shows that the intersection is marginal which implies that 

in the coming months from the last well test with continuous production, an upward shift in 

VLP, would make the well stop flowing. 
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Figure 2: IPR/VLP Curve 

The factors that were attributed to have caused this are the same factors that could cause an 

upward or downward shift in the VLP or IPR plot respectively. These factors are the reservoir 

pressure and water production rate.  

 

3.1 Reservoir Pressure effect 

Theoretically, the highest value of Pwf is the average reservoir pressure. This average reservoir 

pressure is the highest value of Pwf on the IPR plot. Thus, any drop in this value results in no 

flow. In this situation, reservoir pressure may not be sufficient to lift up the fluid from the 

bottom to the surface. Information about the reservoir says every well but well 05 is not 

flowing. This implies there has not been remarkable drop in reservoir pressure which is evident 

in the last three well test data which shows a reservoir pressure of 3330 psi as seen from the 

Inflow Performance Relationship Plot in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3: IPR Plot 
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Vertical Lift Performance or outflow, describes the bottom-hole pressure as a function of flow 

rate. It describes the flow from the bottom of the well to the wellhead. The VLP depends on 

many factors including fluid PVT properties, well depth, tubing size, surface pressure, water 

cut and GOR. From these factors, fluid PVT properties and GOR did not change significantly 

while tubing size and choke size were the same.  

 

3.2 Water cut effect 

At water breakthrough, the fluid column weight will increase as hydrostatic pressure will rise 

because of the increased water and oil mixture density. Well test data shows that water cut 

varied significantly in its last days. A sensitivity analysis was carried out for water cut in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4: Sensitivity Analysis on Water Cut 

Analysis showed that at a water cut of about 48% or greater, the well would stop flowing.  

Consequently, the stop in flow was concluded to be as a result in shift of VLP curve due to 

increase in water cut. 

 

3.3 Gas lift design 

Inputting the available data for the gas lift design, the design process follows as described in 

the methodology with the design rate specified by the operator. The gas lift design performance 

curve  and Calculation Screen are shown in Figures 5 and 6 respectively. 
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Figure 5: Gas Lift Design: PVD Plot 

3.4 Injection Rate and Pressure 

The assumed optimum gas injection rate is 10 MMscf/day, the maximum gas rate available. 

Optimum gas rate refers to the rate which yields maximum oil production. However, it is not 

the final gas injection rate, as the unloading process is not yet taken into consideration. 

The calculation background shows the derivation of the gas lift performance curve is the 

sensitivity analysis of various injection rates at various injection depths for each rate. The 

depths are randomly spaced by PROSPER. Same should be for injected rates, but, was assumed 

in this study due to unavailability of data. 

Gas lift pressure is an important parameter in the gas-lift system design. It has a major impact 

on completion design number of valves, well performance injection depth, system operating 

pressure compressor discharge, and obviously material and equipment specification. Selection 

of a gas-lift pressure that is too high can result in needless investment in compression and other 

equipment, whereas pressures that are too low can cause loss of production potential and 

production deferment.  
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Figure 6: Gas Lift Design: Calculation Screen 

A valve spacing calculation indicate an operating gas injection rate of 2.09594 MMscf/day 

with an injection pressure of 1,800 psi. This amount of gas can deliver an oil rate of 864.903 

STB/day.                     

The information on valves spacing is presented in Figure 7.  

 

Figure 7: Valve spacing result - 1 

The defined maximum depth of injection at 9,700 ft was not reached and gas is injected at 

6,748 ft. A reason gas injection is at a shallower depth compared to the maximum depth is that 

the gas injection pressure plus the gas gradient is not sufficient to displace the fluid in the 
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annulus. Providing more injection pressure allows the operating valve to be placed closer to 

the maximum depth of injection. This may involve the installation of extra mandrels as seen in 

Figure 8. 

 

Figure 8:  Valve spacing result - 2 

The system was pushed to its limits, in terms of casing strength and the pressure it can 

withstand. A slight increase of 100 psi in the injection pressure, indeed, fits the purpose of the 

gas lift system and production was optimized. 

 

4. Conclusion 

In this study, an efficient gas lift system was designed for a depleted well. The goal of gas-lift 

system is to deliver the fluid to the top of the well head while keeping the bottom-hole pressure 

low enough to provide high pressure drop between the reservoir and bottom-hole. The 

reduction of bottom-hole pressure due to gas injection will normally increase liquid production 

rate. 

Based on available data, a model was created in PROSPER to predict achievable fluid 

production in various operating conditions. The obtained oil rates achieved after design double 

the initial rate, which proves an efficient design.  
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